Service to Section

Based on activities held from August 1, 2020 to July 31, 2021

This award is based on the following criteria:

- Participation in the Section Grant Program;
- Educational offerings held at ACEP20 UnConventional Scientific Assembly or other similar venues; and
- Unique avenues to provide membership benefits.

Previous Winners:

2020  Not Awarded.

2019  Social Emergency Medicine Section

2018  Wilderness Section
- Critical Care Section

2017  American Association of Women Emergency Physicians (AAWEP)
- Emergency Ultrasound Sections
- Palliative Medicine Section

2016  American Association of Women Emergency Physicians (AAWEP)
- Critical Care Medicine Section

2015  American Association of Women Emergency Physicians (AAWEP)
- Emergency Medicine Informatics Section

2014  Wilderness Medicine Section

2013  Critical Care Medicine Section
- Award of Distinction
- Pediatric Emergency Medicine Section

2012  Emergency Medicine Research Section
- Award of Distinction
- Toxicology Section

2011  Quality Improvement & Patient Safety Section

2010  EM Informatics Section
- Quality Improvement and Patient Safety Section
- Sports Medicine Section

2009  Quality Improvement and Patient Safety Section

2008  Quality Improvement and Patient Safety Section
2007   No nominations
2006   Young Physicians Section
2005   Pediatric Emergency Medicine Section